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Abstract

Automatic mesh optimization algorithms suffer from
the problem that humans are not uniformly sensitive
to changes on different parts of the body. This is
a problem because when a mesh optimization algo-
rithm typically measures errors caused by triangle
reductions, the errors are strictly geometrical, and
an error of a certain magnitude on the thigh of a
3D model will be perceived by a human as less of
an error than one of equal geometrical significance
introduced on the face.

The partial solution to this problem proposed in
this paper consists of detecting the faces of the 3D
assets to be optimized using conventional, existing
2D face detection algorithms, and then using this
information to selectively and automatically preserve
the faces of 3D assets that are to be optimized,
leading to a smaller perceived error in the optimized
model, albeit not necessarily a smaller geometrical
error. This is done by generating a set of per-vertex
weights that are used to scale the errors measured by
the reduction algorithm, hence preserving areas with
higher weights.

The final optimized meshes produced by using
this method is found to be subjectively closer to the
original 3D asset than their non-weighed counter-
parts, and if the input meshes conform to certain
criteria this method is well suited for inclusion in a
fully automatic mesh decimation pipeline.
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1 Introduction

In modern real-time computer graphics applications,
such as games or virtual reality software, rendering
performance is usually optimized by swapping dis-
tant 3D assets with simplified versions of themselves
commonly referred to as LODs (Level Of Detail).
These LODs should resemble the original model as
closely as possible while containing fewer polygons,
increasing rendering performance as it takes less time
to draw fewer triangles. The creation of a LOD usu-
ally involves manually or automatically decimating
the original polygon mesh to produce an optimized
model. Doing the decimation manually is very
time consuming and therefore unsuitable for most
large applications. There are different automated
algorithms and tools available for this purpose that
work by iteratively removing the triangles that cause
the least visual or geometrical error on removal until
the required polygon count is reached.

The problem with this methodology if used with-
out human intervention is that as humans we are
more sensitive to visual changes to some parts of the
body than we are to others. For example, when a
triangle is removed from a 3D models knee it could
produce a larger geometrical error than removing a
triangle from the models face might produce, but as
humans we are far more prone to notice inconsisten-
cies on the face rather than on the knee. We are more
sensitive to changes in the face than on other areas
of the body. As such, it would often be preferable to
allow for larger errors in areas we are less prone to
notice than in the face region.

1.1 Goal

The objective of this paper is to research, implement
and evaluate solutions for automatically detecting
and preserving facial detail while decimating hu-
manoid 3D models using automated mesh optimiza-
tion tools. The method should be able to produce an
optimized mesh that from a human perspective looks
more like the original model than a mesh with the
same polygon count that has been decimated without
regard for face preservation. The entire process
should be able to be automated without human input
to allow for batch processing of large numbers of 3D
assets.

1.2 Approach

Currently, there is no existing research on the subject
of 3D mesh facial detection. Hypothetically, a geo-
metric approach to the problem could be to construct
a set of face template meshes that are iteratively
scaled, rotated and matched against mesh patches
on the model, however this method has numerous
flaws. It would be quite computationally expensive
to calculate the fitting errors for such a large number
of rotation and scale parameters that would be
required to find a match, and there is no guarantee

that the face mesh templates that are produced
would be a good approximation of the general case.
Hair, masks, hats and other common head-related
accessories would also render the method completely
ineffective. A different possible approach could be
to render the 3D mesh to volume data, and look for
shapes in the voxel volume.

In contrast, the field of object detection in 2D
images have years of computer vision research be-
hind it. Today, the functionality required to find
possible faces in photos is available in everything
from social networking sites to smart-phone cameras,
and existing solutions that perform this detection
using different methods are both widely available and
comparatively robust and efficient compared to the
potential 3D alternatives.

Figure 1: Conventional 2D face detection, image
from [4]

This paper will approach the problem of 3D
mesh face detection by rendering the original 3D
model using a set of camera angles and parameters,
and then subsequently running existing 2D object
detection algorithms on the rendered images. If faces
are detected in the rendered images, the result is
projected back to 3D space to mark the vertices in
the detected area. The detection data will then be
processed to produce vertex decimation weights that
are used to instruct an automatic mesh optimization
software to prioritize the preservation of the facial
features above other geometry when decimating the
original 3D model.
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2 Background

This section briefly outlines the backgrounds of the
different algorithms and methods that are used in
the final detection pipeline. This primarily includes
different solutions for 2D object detection and mesh
decimation, and the specific implementation details
are, where applicable, left to section 3.

2.1 2D object detection

In computer vision, the problem of object detection
in 2D images is well researched and many different
techniques are available. Most modern methods
involve a cascade of image features that are matched
against candidate images of a specific size to deter-
mine if it contains the likely object or not. ”Cascade”
in this context refers to how the detection algorithm
checks for single features (or rather, sets of features)
sequentially, rejecting the entire area as a positive
match as soon as any feature in the chain fails to
match.

Image subsection

Check feature 1

Check feature 2

Check feature 3

Fail

Fail

Fail

Pass

Pass

Pass

No object detected

Object detected

Figure 2: Feature cascade example

These cascades can also be more complex tree-
structures instead of the basic pass-fail stump struc-
ture demonstrated above.

These detection cascades are produced by train-
ing a feature cascade using thousands of positive
and negative sample images and different ”boosting”
algorithms (which describe how a single node in the
cascade depends on multiple features, and how much
weight each single feature has in the node decision).
The specifics of the training of cascade classifiers are
outside the scope of this paper, but will be relevant
if the application would be expanded to include cas-
cade classifiers trained using actual 3D model images
rather than real faces. However, the number of
unique 3D assets required to train a reliable cascade
is unrealistic to procure and manually prepare within
the scope of this thesis.

Regardless of the feature descriptions used, these
detection methods work by dividing the image on

which the detection is run into smaller, overlapping,
sub-images. These sub-images are run through the
cascade classifiers, and if they pass the cascade the
sub-image position and dimensions are returned as a
match. As the relative size of the objects one may
wish detect are often unknown, the image subdivi-
sion is often performed several times with varying
sub-image dimensions. This is one of the parameters
that cause the most difference when optimizing for
performance, as the detection cascades has to be
run significantly more times if you do not know the
approximate size of the objects you need to detect.

The most commonly used feature descriptors for
face detection are Haar-like features and local binary
patterns, which are also the methods supported in
OpenCVs object detection library [3]. OpenCV also
supplies a set of public cascade classifiers for faces,
trained on large sets of samples for previous papers
published in the computer vision field.

2.1.1 Haar-like features

A Haar-like feature is basically a comparison of
intensity integrals of adjacent rectangle areas in the
candidate sub-image. Initially proposed by [11], the
feature set was later expanded by [8] to include
diagonal features.

Sub-image

Feature

Sub-image

Feature

Sub-image

Feature

Sub-image

Feature

Figure 3: Example Haar features

When featured matched, the accumulative pixel
intensities of relevant sections of candidate images
are compared with the feature masks using the pixel
intensities, i.e. that the sum of the pixel intensities
on the white side of the Haar feature descriptor is
greater than the sum of the pixel intensities of the
black side. Different methods are used to make the
integration less computationally intensive, and it’s
now efficient enough to be used in real-time assuming
reasonable scales and parameters.

So, if the pixels within the white region has a
larger accumulative intensity than the pixels within
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the black region, the feature is considered found, and
a potential cascade classification can go on. If the
black area has a larger accumulative pixel intensity,
the feature is considered not found, and at this point
a cascade classifier would stop.

One thing that is important to understand is that
the real-life usage of these features consists almost
entirely of machine-learning algorithms composing a
set of cascading features automatically given a large
set of positive and negative samples for training, they
are not set up manually.

2.1.2 Local binary patterns

Local binary patterns, originally proposed by [9] are
a different way of defining features in images. Each
sub-image upon which the detection should be run
is first divided into feature-size windows. These
windows are divided into smaller cells, e.g. 16x16
pixels. For every pixel in these cells, the pixel is
compared to each of its neighbors in clockwise or
counter-clockwise order around the current pixel,
and the result is saved as a 1 or a 0 depending
on if the center pixel or neighbor intensity were
larger. The definition of what constitutes a neighbor
varies with the implementation, but it is generally a
equidistant ring of pixels surrounding the center.

Now each pixel in the cell of the sub-image
is associated with a binary number describing its
relative intensity compared to its neighbors, i.e. a
string of zeroes and ones for each pixel.

A histogram is now constructed for every cell,
describing the frequency of each binary combination
and hence directional intensity relation to its neigh-
bors.

The histograms for every cell in the window are
now concatenated, and the resulting histogram is the
feature vector used for feature matching. What is
basically matched is if each cell in the feature window
has a corresponding frequency of directional intensity
relations.

Cell

Sub-image

Cell

0.5 0.9

0.8 0.2 0.1

0.6

0.1 0.2 0.3
0.1  0.6  0.8  0.2  0.1  0.9  0.3  0.2 

1      0     1     0     0     1     0     0

Figure 4: Local binary patterns

Figure 4 demonstrates how to extract the local
binary string for a single pixel in a cell. The ones
and zeros correspond to comparisons with the center
pixel with value 0.5. This is done for all pixels in
the cell, and then the histograms are created and
appended to create the final feature vector.

2.1.3 Feature descriptor comparison

As a feature in a classifier cascade for faces, LBPs
are generally computationally faster to evaluate than
Haar-like features, but the publicly available LBP
cascades tend to perform marginally worse than their
Haar counterparts in detection accuracy. Both these
methods are, by themselves, rotation dependent, so
to search for rotation invariant matches the classi-
fication must run on a set of rotated versions of
the sample image, increasing the processing time
considerably and nullifying a processing trick that is
used later in the detection pipeline (section 3.6.3) to
differentiate between different possible face matches.

2.2 3D model optimization

2.2.1 LODs

Large real-time 3D applications quickly run in to
performance issues as the scene complexity increases.
This performance drop is largely dependent on the
number of drawable primitives, e.g. polygons, that
need to be drawn every frame, and their relation to
the rendering resolution.

Most modern applications counteract this issue
by rendering differently detailed versions of 3D ge-
ometry depending on its distance from the camera.
The further away from the camera a given object is,
the simpler the replacement geometry can be.

These simplified meshes are in the industry
known as LODs. These LODs are either created
manually by 3D artists modifying the original model,
or automatically using some mesh decimation algo-
rithm, or a combination of the two. For most large-
scale applications with high production values, most
of the optimizations are done manually, and hence
cause a large cost in both development time and
resources.

The goal of a successful LOD is to be perceptually
identical to the original 3D asset at the distance at
which you want to switch to the LOD, producing as
little of a visual ”pop” as possible when switching.

These switches are often single-frame replace-
ments, often inducing a significant pop, but modern
applications have started using different methods of
fading smoothly between different detail levels to
partially counteract this.
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Figure 5: LOD chain example from Simplygon

2.2.2 Mesh simplification

The basic premise of almost all automatic mesh
decimation algorithms is as follows:

1. Generate a list of vertex pairs where the pairs
are either end points of the same edge or in
close spatial proximity to each other. This is
a list of the potential collapses that can be
performed.

2. Calculate the error that would result from
collapsing every separate vertex pair.

3. Sort the edge list according to the error, placing
the potential collapse that produces the lowest
error first

4. Collapse the pair that would produce the small-
est error, removing it from the top of the queue.

5. Update error metrics that have changed as a
result of the collapse and re-sort the list with
the edges that was generated by the last edge
collapse.

6. Repeat above steps until a termination criteria
is met.

Edge collapse

u

v

v

Figure 6: Example edge collapse

As shown in figure 6, the edge between v and
u collapses to v, producing a mesh patch with 1 less
vertex and 2 fewer triangles. The number of triangles
removed will depend on the topology of the specific
area where the edge collapse takes place.

These reductions are generally run until a set
percentage of the original triangle count remains, as
this makes it easy for applications to control their
rendering budgets. The reduction loop can also be
terminated by reaching some error threshold that the
user has deemed the largest acceptable error.
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The error metrics used for deciding what col-
lapse to perform next varies from implementation
to implementation, as does the termination criteria
and placement of the remaining vertices. The most
widely adopted algorithm from [6] and [5] will be out-
lined briefly below to provide a better understanding
of the basic premise of mesh decimation using edge
collapses.

Garland mesh simplification algorithm The
error metric used for this algorithm is generated
using a set of per-vertex symmetrical 4x4 matrices Q,
where the error at vertex v is defined as ∆v = vTQv.
For each of the vertices in the original mesh an
initial matrix Q is calculated as the sum of the error
quadrics Kp corresponding to the planes p defined by
the polygons connected to vertex v. The errors for
the initial vertices are zero.

Q =
∑

Kp

Kp = ppT

p =
[

a b c d
]

where p represents the plane defined by the
equation ax+ by + cz + d = 0.

For each vertex pair, the optimal collapse posi-
tion v̂ is calculated with help from the initial error
quadrics.

The optimal new position can be found by solving
the linear system









q11 q12 q13 q14
q21 q22 q23 q24
q31 q32 q33 q34
0 0 0 1









v̂ =









0
0
0
1









which corresponds to solving for the point at
which the x, y, and z partial derivatives of the
error function is 0, and hence the vertex position
that produces the lowest error. The qxy elements

correspond to entries in the Q̂ matrix calculated
below, i.e. the error quadric for the new vertex.

The new imaginary vertex v̂ would have the
corresponding quadric matrix Q̂ = Q1 + Q2, hence
the errors produced by all possible edge collapses are
calculable. Using this, the error for the new vertex v̂

can be computed in the manner defined above using

∆v̂ = v̂T Q̂v̂

The vertex pair collapse that would cause the
least error can be found by finding the smallest ∆v̂

value.
This collapse is subsequently performed, the ge-

ometry is updated, and the termination criteria is
checked to see if the decimation can be halted.
This is repeated until the required polygon count or
accumulated error is reached.

2.2.3 Simplygon

The mesh decimation algorithms described in section
2.2.2 are not sufficient to create complete LODs by
itself since 3D models used in modern applications
consist of much more than a simple geometrical
mesh. There mesh has texture coordinates, normals,
and other attributes that needs to be processed,
down-sampled or generally reworked in order for the
new simplified model to resemble the original when
rendered by the 3D application.

Simplygon [1] is a proprietary automatic 3D
model optimization software from Donya Labs that
deals with all these model attributes while providing
more advanced mesh decimation options. It is im-
portant to the purpose of this paper because of how
it supports per-vertex decimation weights, meaning
that the user can define a set of vertex attributes
that decides how large errors the algorithm will allow
for in decimations involving that specific vertex. For
these decimation weights, as defined in Simplygon,
larger values than 1 means the corresponding vertex
should be preserved more through the optimization
while values below 1 indicate that the area is allowed
to be decimated more aggressively. The weights are
basically multipliers for the error measured when
calculating potential collapses involving the weighted
vertices.

This means that mesh areas can be selectively
preserved through the decimation process, which is
what is needed to keep detail in specific areas, such
as the face.

Hence, in order to preserve facial detail in a
smooth way, a set of vertex attributes needs to
be generated where non-face vertices correspond
to values around 1 while the face has arbitrarily
higher values, depending on how aggressively the
area should be preserved, preferably with smooth
gradients between face and non-face areas.

Figure 7: Simplygon GUI
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3 Method and Implementation

This section describes the vertex weight generation
pipeline central to this paper. First a rough outline
of the process in its entirety is given, and a more
detailed description of the necessary individual sub-
steps follows later in the section.

3.1 Pipeline overview

Mesh and Material

Connectivity

2D Image

Detected face coords

Raw score

Filtered

score

1. Load

2. Render

3. Detect

4. Project and Score

5. Post-process 6. Export

Figure 8: Vertex weight generation flowchart

1. Original 3D model and materials, including
diffuse, specular and normal-maps are loaded
from a mesh file and image files. The scale of
the model is normalized to fit the view frustum
at the camera distance and and the model
center is moved to the scene origin. Vertex
connectivity lists and empty detection score (
dv ) arrays are generated.

2. The model is rendered from a camera sampling
point on a sphere surrounding the model, po-
tentially multiple times with different parame-
ters depending on user options. A set of ren-
dering techniques including shading with dif-
fuse and specular materials as well as normal-
mapping are utilized. Ambient occlusion algo-
rithms are also employed.

3. An OpenCV [3] multi-scale object detection
cascade, using either Haar-like features or Lo-
cal binary patterns, is performed on the ren-
dered images. The cascades utilized in the
pipeline have been trained with photographs of
human faces, and are provided by the sources

listed in section 3.4.1. The OpenCV function
outputs a list of image-space rectangles that
define where any potential faces were detected.

4. The coordinates of the detected areas for every
rendering are matched against the vertices on
the actual model that they correspond to,
using either image-based vertex identification
or matrix projection. The detected vertices
inside the face rectangle accumulate a global
detection score dv depending on their distance
from the center of the image-space detection
rectangle, where the center point of any de-
tected rectangle corresponds to a detection
score increment of 1.

5. Once the previous steps have been performed
from all sampling angles and rendering set-
tings, the result is an array of attributes cor-
responding to the accumulated detection score
per vertex, dv. There has probably been several
detections made in non-face areas, and the
detection score attribute now needs to be pro-
cessed to remove all except the area most likely
to contain the actual face. This is performed
by a combination of morphological filters using
the connectivity data generated in step 1.

6. The filtered detection score attribute is now
normalized to produce the normalized vertex
decimation weight attribute, wv. The decima-
tion weights are at this point uniformly scaled
according to user needs, and exported as a
.weights file, which is loaded into Simplygon
with the original 3D model for LOD genera-
tion. The asset can now be optimized while
preserving facial detail.

Step 2 - 4 are repeated once for every sampling
angle relevant to the detection scheme and rendering
parameters relevant to the configuration selected by
the user. Either there are a fixed number of sampling
angles that are distributed over the latitudes and
longitudes of a sphere, or they are procedurally
generated as needed to reach a termination criteria.

3.2 Sampling angles

The sampling angles ϕi are for the purposes of
this project defined as camera positions placed on
a spherical shell surrounding the 3D model with the
camera pointing at the scene origin, i.e. the center
of the normalized models, and with an up-vector
corresponding to the up-vector of the model (in this
implementation, positive y.

The sampling angle ϕi can be expressed as a lat-
itude and longitude on the imaginary spherical shell.
The actual rendering model-view transformations are
achieved by a sequence of rotations corresponding to
latitude and longitude followed by a translation of
the sampling sphere radius applied to the normalized
model before rendering from each sampling angle.

8



So, the transformations applied to all vertices for
all sampling angles become

vϕi
= Mmvϕi

v

where v is the vertex coordinate of the current
vertex in the normalized mesh and Mmvϕi

is the
model-view matrix produced by sampling angle ϕi.

Mmvϕi
= MtMϕiRLatMϕiRLong

In this equation, Mt represents a static transla-
tion matrix, moving the model away from the camera
in negative z direction. The appropriate magnitude
of the translation depends on the field of view defined
by the projection matrix in such a way that the aim
is to render the model as large as possible while still
containing the entire model inside the frame.

MϕiRLat and MϕiRLong represent rotation matri-
ces around the y and x axis correspondingly, set to
rotate ϕlati and ϕlongi degrees.

long

lat

Figure 9: Sampling angle ϕ definition

These basic transformations result in renderings
of the model that keep the up-vector as positive y

while rendering the entire model in the frame from
the specified angle, assuming the projection matrix
and translation distance is kept at a sane ratio.

3.2.1 3D model formats

Before the specifics of sampling angle generation are
detailed, some details about how the geometry of 3D
models are usually oriented in mesh files.

A mesh is essentially a collection of 3D ver-
tices and information about how the vertices are
connected. The coordinates of these points, x, y

and z define the spatial position of the relevant
vertex. There are different standards for which
coordinate defines what dimension in space among
3D editors, and hence the coordinates of mesh files

are inconsistent in what dimension defines ”up”. For
the purposes of this implementation, it is assumed
the user knows the orientation of the model, and
has oriented the model in such a way that positive y

corresponds to ”up”.
This will become relevant later on through both

the omission of some sampling angles in this sec-
tion and the height biasing (section 3.6.3) that is
performed in the post-processing steps. Further-
more, since the object detection algorithms that
are employed in the detection pipeline are rotation
dependent, it will only detect faces that are oriented
thus.

3.2.2 Fixed sampling

The most obvious solution is to just distribute
sampling points evenly along the longitudes and
latitudes of the sampling sphere. For the purposes of
this implementation, the sampling angle components
ϕlati and ϕlongi for using N horizontal steps and
M vertical steps for the cases where M > 1 are
generated by:

ϕlati = iN
360

N

ϕlongi = iM + 1
180

M + 1
− 90

Where iN goes from 0 to N - 1 while iM goes
from 1 to M . If M = 1, ϕlongi will simply be 0.

Using this method selectively omits the top and
bottom of the sphere as potential sampling points.
This is partially because using them would generate
N sampling angles from the same spatial positions
but with different rotations on both poles, i.e. the
very top and very bottom of the sampling sphere,
but primarily because the input models are assumed
to be humanoid and using the y-axis for height, ren-
dering the extreme top-down and bottom-up views
useless.

There are two flaws with this method of sample
distribution:

• The distribution of the sampling points is not
even approximately spatially uniform. This is
because distributing angles uniformly in longi-
tude and latitude produces a denser grid near
the sphere poles, like the longitudes and lati-
tudes on an actual world map. This problem
could be partially solved by distributing the
latitudes using the roots of the radian angle
instead of the raw angle, but the distribution
would still be uneven as the longitudes would
still converge towards the poles.

• The set of sampling angles is fixed, and the
number of longitude and latitude steps has
to be explicitly defined before the detection
pipeline starts.

The next section discusses a different method
of sampling point generation that at least partially
overcomes these problems.
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3.2.3 Dynamic sampling using octahedron

subdivision

This section describes a method of iteratively gen-
erating a set of approximately uniform sampling
points using a variant of polygon subdivision. For
each iteration, a new close-to-optimal set of yet
unused sampling angles are generated based on the
sampling angles used in the previous step. After
all angles of the current iteration has been rendered
and detected from, a termination criteria is checked.
If the termination criteria is not met, a new set of
sampling angles are generated and the rendering and
accumulative detection continues.

Iterative sampling direction generation The
sampling angle generation consists of two parts:
Generating the new sampling points for the current
step, and converting the spatial sampling points to
the longitude-latitude format that the implemen-
tation uses. As the number of sampling angles
generated in each iteration increases geometrically
the iteration should be halted after a relatively small
number of iterations regardless if the termination
criteria has been reached or not.

The sampling angle generation algorithm starts
with a set of 6 points in space, describing a unit
octahedron surrounding the scene origin. These 6
points represent the initial sampling angles. The
model is rendered from these initial sampling angles,
and if the termination criteria is not met, a set of new
sampling angles is calculated by triangle subdivision
of the polygons defining the starting octahedron.

New vertices are placed in the middle of every
triangle edge and are projected onto the unit sphere,
i.e.. normalized, and new triangles are constructed
by connecting the new and old vertices.

Subdivision

Figure 10: Triangle subdivision for sampling point
generation

The new vertices in the new subdivided octa-
hedron represent the new sampling angles. If the
termination criteria of the dynamic sampling pass
is still not met, a new set of vertices is generated
by subdivision of the triangles that was generated in
the previous step. The actual triangles constructed
are imaginary in the sense that their only use is to
generate the vertices used for the sampling camera
angles.

The newly generated vertex positions are now
used as the basis of the sampling latitude and longi-
tude of the current sampling angle.
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Recursive implementation in pseudo-code:

//Driver function

runDynamicDetection

{

add original 6 samples to sample queue

construct octahedron g from samples

runNextIteration(g);

}

//Recursive function

runNextIteration(geometry g)

{

run detection of all samples in queue

clear sampling queue

if termination criteria is not met

subdivide g, creating geometry f

project new vertices to unit sphere

add the sampling angles

created from the new vertices

to sampling queue

runNextIteration(f);

end if

else

stop recursion

}

This method can also be used to generate a
static set of sampling angles by just specifying the
iteration depth of the subdivision and using all
resulting vertices as sampling angles in a single pass.
For the purposes of fixed sampling, the sampling
angles generated by this method are much more
evenly distributed than the resulting sampling angles
from the fixed sampling generation described above.
However, this method has much less flexibility in
regards to the number of sampling angles generated
than basic longitude and latitude iteration.

For each new vertex in the imaginary sampling
geosphere, and hence sampling angle ϕi, ϕlati and
ϕlongi as used in the previous section for the detec-
tion pipeline are derived from

ϕlati = atan2(pz, px)

ϕlongi = acos(py)− 90

where p is the position of the vertex found by
subdividing the octahedron and projecting it onto
the unit sphere, and atan2 is a two-argument sign-
preserving specialization of the tan inverse, defined
as:

atan2(x, y) =
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atan(x
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atan(x
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− π, if y < 0, x < 0

atan(π
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, if y > 0, x = 0

atan(−π
2
, if y < 0, x = 0

not defined, x = 0, y = 0

As was the case with fixed sampling point gen-
eration, the top and bottom sampling angles can be
omitted from the first rendering queue.

Figure 11: Subdivided octahedron, new sampling
points for the next step highlighted in green

In figure 11, we can see the starting set of
sampling angles highlighted in red. These define the
octahedron that is iteratively subdivided to generate
new sampling angles as required. The green ver-
tices represent the new sampling angles generated
from the first iteration of subdividing the original
octahedron, and these will be used in the detection
pass following the original red set if the termination
criteria has not been met.

Subsequent sampling angle sets will be generated
by subdividing the result of the previous subdivi-
sions.

The easiest way to visualize the distribution of
the sampling angles is to render the geosphere that
is produced by the method:

Figure 12: Generated sampling points for subdivi-
sions 0, 1 and 2

The vertices of the three geometries in figure
12 represent the sampling points that have been
rendered from up to that iteration.

The distribution of the sampling angles generated
this way are largely uniform with a slight bias
towards the original octahedron vertices.
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Termination criteria The dynamic sampling al-
gorithm requires some kind of criteria that can
be used for terminating the sample generation and
rendering loop once enough hits have been registered.
The most obvious solution is to terminate the loop
when the number of detected faces, false detections
or not, has reached some arbitrary threshold, which
is the what the detection pipeline presently uses.
There is also an accuracy metric described in section
3.6.5 that is produced by the post-process operations
that could be a good candidate for a termination
criteria, but since it’s produced in post it’s not avail-
able in this stage of the detection pipeline without
post-processing every single iteration, which would
decrease performance substantially.

3.3 Rendering

The actual rendering is performed several times
in the detection pipeline for reasons that will be
discussed in section 3.4.2 using different parameters.
Optimally, the renderer should support all shading
features that the 3D model the detection pipeline
is run uses in its intended engine, but for the sake
of compatibility the current face detection pipeline
renderer is limited to models with diffuse, specular
and normal-maps, which are rendered using standard
Phong shading, normal mapping and different am-
bient occlusion shaders. This provides the realism
required by the face detection cascades while limiting
itself to information present in most 3D models. The
rendering pipeline is entirely run in OpenGL using
GLSL shaders.

3.3.1 Phong shading

Phong shading is the most common basic local light-
ing approximation used in real time rendering. It
calculates diffuse and specular lighting components
from an incoming light vector L, a viewer vector V ,
the normal of the lit surface N and R, the reflection
of L in N .

A basic example of the function describing the
final intensity of a point on the surface:

I = Kaca +Kdcd(L ·N) +Kscs(R · V )p

where I is the final intensity of the point, the
K components represent global scaling factors, the c
components represent the color associated with the
relevant channel of the material and p is the specular
power.

Most modern 3D assets contain diffuse maps and
specular maps to be used for the relevant shading
components.

3.3.2 Normal mapping

Normal mapping is a technique by which shaded
geometry is made to look more detailed than it
actually is by storing a normal texture which is used

to offset the actual geometry normals in the fragment
shaders to produce shading from non-existent geom-
etry detail. Most modern 3D assets for real-time use
include a tangent-space normal-map image, which
means a RGB image where the color values describes
the fragment normal relative to the tangent-space of
the triangle it lies on.

To produce the modified fragment normal for use
in the shaders, the geometry normal passed from
the vertex shader is modified using the tangent-space
normal map texture to produce the final normal. The
tangent space is defined using the texture coordinates
of the 3D model, which adds a layer of complexity.

Object-space normal maps also exist, where the
RGB color describes the direction of the normal
directly without relying on tangent-space, but these
are despite being easier to deal with not used as
commonly.

For this implementation, all assets use object-
space normal maps, which means that no tangent
space needs to be setup.

3.3.3 Ambient occlusion

Screen-space ambient occlusion is an important part
of most modern real-time rendering and is often
used to give scenes a greater sense of depth. For
the purposes of this face detection pipeline a good
ambient occlusion implementation is vital. The
reason for this is that it’s the only light- and view-
independent rendering technique that can generate
realistic shading for complex geometry, and hence it
can generate face renderings that are detectable by
detection cascades trained with real human faces.

The proposed pipeline contains implementations
of two ambient occlusion methods.

Screen-space directional occlusion As pro-
posed by [7], SSDO expands on traditional ambient
occlusion algorithms by also calculating short-range
indirect color bounces from nearby geometry without
any significant computational overhead compared to
the ambient occlusion algorithm it is based on from
[10], which uses the same basic method but without
the indirect illumination. The method is essentially
a ray-casting operation performed in reconstructed
3D space from front- and back-face polygon position
renderings.

This implementation diverges from the [7] in
multiple ways, but it uses the same concept.

Ipo = (Ip + ssdoIp)ssdoOp

Here, Ipo represents the output pixel intensity,
I is the input pixel intensity, ssdoIp is the indirect
light produced by the algorithm and ssdoOp is the
occlusion scaler.

For each pixel, M random 3D sampling positions
inside a hemisphere surrounding the pixel normal is
created. These sampling positions are then projected
to texture space using the model-view-projection
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matrix used for the rendering. Now, it can be deter-
mined if the samples are ”occluders” by sampling the
front- and back-face position buffers at the resulting
texture coordinates (samples in front of back-face,
but behind front-face, are occluders). The occlusion
constant simply becomes

ssdoOp =

∑M
i=1

aoi

M

Where aop is either 1 or 0, depending on if the
sample is an occluder or not.

For each sample that gets classified as an oc-
cluder, there is also an indirect lighting contribution
to accumulate. The number of occluders found
within the N samples is O.

ssdoIp = cpKind

∑O
i=1

co(−(np · no) + 1)

2O

Here, cp is the color of the pixel p (before light-
ing), co is the color of the front-face rendering at the
occluding sample, np is the normal of the pixel p, and
no is the normal of the front-face at the occlusion
sample. This is basically a simplified diffuse reflec-
tion calculation. This only takes the front-face into
account, but it is possible to expand the algorithm to
take both front and back-face indirect lighting into
account. Not done in this implementation due to
performance.

This implementation is not attempting to be
energy conserving, so the parameter Kind here exists
only to let the user scale the indirect light intensity.

Horizon-based ambient occlusion Introduced
by NVIDIA in [2], the general method of HBAO
is to approximate the amount of visible ”sky” in
the hemisphere around every rendered pixel, and use
that to scale the lighting.

Ipo = Iphbaop

This integral is usually approximated by calculat-
ing the cosine of the mean horizon angle as a mea-
surement of ”sky” visibility , and using that value
to scale the intensity of the scene pixel. To calculate
the required angles in image space a geometry normal
rendering and a position rendering is required.

The horizon angles are calculated in image space
by iteratively stepping through a set of uniformly
distributed and per-pixel jittered vectors in a circle
surrounding the center pixel. At every step, a
vector is constructed from the spatial position of the
fragment in the center to the position of the fragment
at the sampling position. The angle between this new
vector and the tangent plane of the center pixel is a
horizon angle, as it will define at what angle the local
horizon resides relative to the center pixel. For each
step and each sampling vector new horizon angles
are calculated, and the maximum horizon angle per
sampling vector is saved.

n

p

h1

h2

Figure 13: Horizon vectors and normal, 2D case

Here, point p has normal n and in the 2D-case
only two horizon vectors, h1 and h2.

The method of calculating the the horizon angle
cosine is to perform a dot product between the
normalized horizon vectors and the normal, and
subtracting the result from 1. Hence, the HBAO
multiplier for pixel p becomes

hbaop =

∑Nh

i=1
1− (n · hinorm

)

Nh

where hinorm
are the normalized horizon vectors

and Nh is the number of horizon samples. For good
results in larger scenes, the horizon cosine component
1−(n ·hinorm

) can be scaled by some inverse function
of the distance between point p and the horizon point
at the end of the horizon vector hi. The purpose of
this is to avoid occlusion of distant objects.

The resulting hbaop can now be used as a lighting
multiplier for point p.

This produces a largely view-independent and
highly detailed ambient occlusion effect, which re-
quires much less blurring than some other commonly
used methods.

Edge-preserving blurring Both of these ambi-
ent occlusion methods produce noisy results because
of how they rely on stochastic jittering to avoid
banding. To overcome this, the resulting occlusion
maps need to be blurred to look natural. However,
indiscriminate Gaussian blurring of the entire frame-
buffer will result in the ambient lighting and occlu-
sion bleeding over edges of objects.

This problem is overcome by normal- and depth-
weighted blurring shader which blurs more across
pixels with similar normals and depths, and less
otherwise.

The normal rendering and position rendering
are supplied to the blurring shader along with the
actual rendering to be blurred. A basic Gaussian
base kernel sized 3x3 is used, but each element is
also scaled by the normal and position differences,
giving more weight to samples that are at similar
depths and have similar normals. This is repeated as
necessary to achieve the required amount of blurring.

Ipb =
IpbRaw

∑

9

i=1
N(npc, npi)D(dpc, dpi)
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IpbRaw =
9

∑

i=1

GiN(npc, npi)D(dpc, dpi)Ip

The elements in the sum are the intensities of the
pixels in the 3x3 neighborhood around pixel p. Here,
Ipb represents the final blurred intensity at point p
in the image and IpbRaw is the non-normalized result
of the weighted blurring, and Gi is the normalized
Gaussian filter kernel component for sample i.

N(npc, npi) and D(dpc, dpi) are normal- and
depth-weighting functions which should take the
normal/depth of the center pixel and the sample
pixel and use them to generate a scalar weight which
should be higher for similar samples and lower for
differing samples.

Ambient occlusion algorithm comparison

Since the primary benefit of SSDO is the short-
range indirect light bouncing, and the face detection
cascades work on grey-scale images, the visual ben-
efits from the effect for face detection purposes are
limited. It also requires a fairly aggressive blurring
pass to be applied to the resulting image, potentially
distorting any detectable features.

It is apparent that HBAO works much better for
the purpose of obtaining a detailed approximation of
the monochrome diffuse non-directional lighting that
the face detection cascades work best on, and hence
it is the method that is used in the face detection
pipeline when an ambient occlusion rendering is
required.

3.3.4 Vertex weight visualization

Once generated, it is useful to be able to display
generated vertex weights or any of the intermediate
vertex attribute values that are generated at different
points in the pipeline directly in the renderer. The
most straight-forward way of doing this is imple-
menting a color-map shader which maps arbitrary
floating point data to a color. For the purposes of
this application, a red-green-blue color-map is used
where red corresponds to lower values and blue to
higher.

For some purposes, such as rendering the vertex
groups from 3.6.2, it makes sense to map zero to
black to be able to clearly distinguish area borders.
As it’s not a detriment to any of the other visual-
izations one may wish to display, zero is consistently
mapped to colorless for all uses.

This does lead to some vertex group edge artifacts
when rendering non-continuous data such as vertex
group IDs over polygons due to interpolating discrete
vertex values without any straight-forward way to
change interpolation method in the relevant version
of OpenGL. However, for this implementation it is
not important to fix this as long as one is aware of
the problem and interprets the data accordingly.

Min Max

Figure 14: Color-map

In each case, the color-map is scaled to fit the
range between zero and the maximum value of the
data-set visualized. As such, the rendering contains
no actual information about how high the values
are, but rather the relative difference between data
points.

When rendered with the model, the resulting
attribute visualization color value is overlayed on top
of the actual character rendering.

3.4 2D face detection

Once rendered from the surrounding hemisphere us-
ing one of the sampling angle generation algorithms
as described in section 3.2, the images are read from
the frame-buffer objects to OpenCV-compliant 3-
channel image matrices. These image matrices are
then converted to grey-scale and also down-sampled
to reduce processing time. As briefly discussed
in section 2.1, the features used in classifiers are
mainly describing low-frequency changes in the ob-
jects which would be preserved through reasonable
down-sampling.

As was mentioned in section 2.1, both Haar-
like features and LBPs are rotation dependent and
requires a the renderer to use the correct up axis
to get reliable detection hits, so it is assumed that
the models tested are correctly oriented. It would
be possible to run the detection on many rotated
versions of the same renderings, but that would
slow down the detection pipeline enough that the
operation would no longer be worth the computation
time.

At this point, one of several possible OpenCV
object detection cascades are run on the images. The
image-space coordinates of potential face-matches, if
any exist, are returned by the OpenCV object de-
tection functions in the form of bounding rectangles.
These are stored for the projection to 3D space later
in the pipeline.

3.4.1 OpenCV cascade classifiers

There are a number of trained classifiers for human
faces available for use with the OpenCV object
detection functions that work well with the face
detection pipeline. This section outlines the different
cascades that are supplied with OpenCV that could
be used in the detection pipeline.

For the purposes of this implementation, this
information is only important for the decision on
which one to use.

Experimentally, the LBP cascade yielded the best
combination of accuracy and speed, so this cascade
is what was used for all later results published here.
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Haar-like features cascade classifiers All pub-
licly available Haar classifiers for frontal faces in-
cluded with OpenCV have been trained by Lienhart
[8], and are distributed along with the OpenCV
object detection library [3]. These are the classifiers
and a brief description on their training and usage.

Name Source
haarcascade frontalface default.xml Lienhart
Stump-based cascade classifier using an ex-
panded set of Haar features
haarcascade frontalface alt.xml Lienhart
Same as above, but used a different ”boosting”
algorithm for weighing features, in general
faster rejections i.e. better performance
haarcascade frontalface alt2.xml Lienhart
Tree-based cascade classifier using an ex-
panded set of Haar features
haarcascade frontalface alt tree.xml Lienhart
The same stump based classifier as haarcas-
cade frontalface alt.xml, only made to use a
tree structure

Local binary pattern cascade classifier There
is only one available LBP classifier in OpenCV, this
is a brief description its training and usage.

Name Source
lbpcascade frontalface.xml Unknown
The origin of the cascade is undisclosed. The
only documented information on it is that it
was trained using 3000 positive samples and
1500 negative samples, and is in my experi-
ments faster than the Haar counterparts, at
comparable detection accuracy

3.4.2 Multiple render detection

Many humanoid 3D assets have in some way dis-
figured facial geometry or texture, e.g. zombies
or human-like monsters. In these cases, the face
detection cascades usually fails to detect the correct
mesh regions when using realistic rendering using
all textures and normal-maps. To solve this, the
detection pipeline can perform multi-parameter ren-
dering passes while keeping and accumulating vertex
detection score between passes.

Three renderings are performed per sampling
angle:

1. Realistic rendering. Using all texture and
normal-maps, shading, and occlusion.

2. Shading rendering. Only applying ba-
sic Phong-shading to the non-textured, but
normal-mapped, model.

3. Occlusion rendering. The unedited occlusion
image generated by one of the two screen-space
ambient occlusion algorithms.

Figure 15: Rendering passes

The latter two passes depend solely on the 3D
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geometry, but still contain features detectable as
faces by the detection cascades. As such, many faces
that were previously undetected because of texturing
are now detectable. This means that using multi-
pass detection the detection pipeline can detect both
faces based on texture and faces based exclusively on
geometry in the same function call. It can be argued
that the first realistic rendering should be replaced
with a non-shaded, texture only rendering for the
sake of feature separation, but for the purposes of
this implementation it remains realistic.

3.5 Detection score assignment

For each detected face rectangle in each rendering,
the detection score vertex attribute of the vertices in
the detected areas must be increased. The detection
score for each detected vertex is increased relative to
the distance from the center of the detected face rect-
angles in such a way that vertices closer to the center
of the face receive higher scores while vertices further
away receive lower scores. This creates a smooth
circular gradient for each face detection. This is
important to avoid aliasing in the final decimation
weights since they are usually based on many positive
detections around the same area.

Rendered image

Detected face

v

c

r

Figure 16: Detection score assignment

Here, the detection score addition for vertex v

from the rendering i can be calculated as

dvi = 1−

√

(vx − cx)2 + (vy − cy)2

r

where dvi is the additional detection score added
to the global for this rendering, vx and vy are the
image-space coordinates of vertex v, cx and cy are the
image-space detection box center coordinates and r

is the image-space detection box radius.
The final detection score dv for every vertex v

is the accumulated dvi
values for every detection

rendering, hence

dv =

Nrender
∑

i=1

dvi

3.5.1 Projection

To assign detection score to the relevant vertex IDs
the image-space coordinates of the detected face
rectangles have to be somehow projected back into
the corresponding 3D space to find what vertices fall
within the detected area. Two separate methods for
doing this was implemented.

Mathematical Assuming knowledge of the ren-
derers projection matrix the 2D screen-space coor-
dinates of any arbitrary 3D vertex position can be
manually calculated.

Mmvp = MpMmv

vp = Mmvp









vx
vy
vz
1









The transformed and projected vertex vp is found
by multiplying the original vertex with the combined
model-view and projection matrix.

u =

vpx
vpw

+ 1

2

v = 1−

vpy

vpw
+ 1

2
Texture-format screen-space coordinates, with

the origin in the upper left corner, are found by scale-
and-biasing the x and y coordinates divided by the
w coordinate.

x = uRx

y = vRy

Finally, the actual pixel indices are found by
multiplying the screen-space coordinates with the
corresponding image resolutions.

This is performed for every vertex in the original
3D asset, which provides a data-set of the 2D image-
coordinates corresponding to each vertex ID. These
coordinates can now be directly compared to the
detected face rectangle to determine if the vertex falls
within the detected area, and if so, by what magni-
tude the vertex’ detection score should be increased
according to the radial falloff outlined above.

Since the projected vertex positions contain no
data on occlusion a manual z-test is performed on
each vertex inside the detection area using a depth-
map from the previous renderings, discarding any
vertices that lie behind the front-faces.

A small arbitrary offset is added to the depth test
to allow for selection of vertices close to the surface.
The reason for this is that the faces of 3D assets
often contains small occluded features at the eyes
and mouth, and optimally all geometry associated
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with the face should be selected, otherwise parts that
did not have their detection score increased will be
decimated away, affecting the visible geometry.

Depth check direction

Figure 17: Offset depth-testing

As seen in figure 17, the internal geometry would
fail a non-offset depth test, and the vertices would
not be selected. When offsetting the depth test to
the dotted line, the internal geometry is included
and, for the purposes of this detection pipeline, their
detection score is increased.

Image-based An alternative solution is to ren-
der a vertex ID image using the same model-view
and projection matrices as used by the detection
renderings. The image-space rectangle coordinates
returned by the detection cascades is matched pixel
by pixel to the vertices rendered at the corresponding
position on the vertex ID image and assigned its
correct detection score.

The vertex IDs are rendered by converting the
single integer identifiers to 3 base-256 digits that are
drawn to the RGB buffer as points. When assign-
ing the detection score to the detected area, every
RGB pixel value inside the detected coordinates are
converted back to integers and the corresponding
detection score of the found ID is increased.

As in the previous method, an offset depth check
has to be performed on the vertices to avoid assigning
detection score to occluded geometry.

There are some problems with this approach.
First, this implementation is limited in the number
of vertex IDs it can uniquely identify, but just
raising the rendering buffer precision and choosing a
different id-to-color conversion would alleviate this.
A larger issue is that vertices can actually occlude
each other in the detection rendering, meaning that
vertices are missed and not assigned detection score.

It would be possible to render triangle IDs instead
which would fix some of the problems, but the loss of
precision would not be worth the gain in simplicity.

For these reasons, this implementation uses reg-
ular mathematical projection.

3.6 Vertex attribute post-processing

The final accumulated detection score of the vertices
from the projected face detection hits are often noisy.
Small vertex patches in the middle of detected areas
could have been occluded by the nose, and things
like eyes usually contain vertices that need to be
preserved to retain the appearance of the visible
mesh parts while not being visible themselves. Over-
lapping detection areas could also produce strange
seams between zero and non-zero detection score
areas of the mesh.

To overcome these issues, a series of post-process
operations are performed on the accumulated detec-
tion score vertex attribute before exporting the result
as vertex decimation weights.

3.6.1 Non-binary morphological mesh oper-

ations

Morphologically, a polygonal mesh with intercon-
nected vertices with corresponding vertex attributes
can be treated in a similar way to a 2D images.
Where pixel neighbors are defined as sharing connec-
tivity in 2D space , vertex neighbors are derived from
the vertex connectivity data. Using this neighbor-
hood information, regular morphological operations
such as erode and dilate can be performed on the
vertex attribute data, in this case the accumulated
detection score. As such, the methods outlined here
are a good way of fixing the often noisy detection
score vertex attribute produced by earlier steps.

Since the detection score is floating point data,
the morphological mesh operations have to be per-
formed slightly differently than the common binary
2D methods.

Close The morphological close operation is per-
formed by a ”dilate” followed by an ”erode”. For a
larger effect, the operations can be stacked as many
times as required. The end result is that holes, i.e.
small zero-value mesh areas in the vertex detection
score data are filled with non-zero data.

Dilate The function of the dilate step is to
merge areas with non-zero detection scores to other
nearby non-zero patches.

Practically, the dilation is performed by looping
through all initial non-zero vertices, and each zero
value found in the neighborhood is replaced by the
mean detection score of the neighboring initial non-
zero vertices.
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In pseudo-code:

for each vertex v with initial non-zero score

for each neighbor of v

if neighbor score is zero

copy mean of initial non-zero neighbors
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Figure 18: Non-binary dilation operation

In figure 25 the green vertices are the resulting
expansion from a dilation performed on the red
vertices, i.e. before the dilation was performed the
green vertices had a zero detection score, and after
dilation their score is the mean of their initial non-
zero neighbors.

Erode Eroding the vertex attribute is for these
purposes defined as setting the detection score of
every non-zero vertex that has at least one initial
zero-value neighbor to zero. This has the effect of
reducing the size of the detection area by a single
vertex connection.

In pseudo-code:

for each vertex v with initial non-zero score

for each neighbor of v

if neighbor score is initial zero

set score of v to zero

break loop

3.6.2 Grouping

The face detection algorithm usually produces sev-
eral false detection hits on the 3D model among
the correct ones. If the final vertex decimation
weights were based on the detection score at this
stage in the pipeline, non-face areas would usually
be preserved along with the actual face. To minimize
this problem, the detected areas need to be identified
and grouped in order to filter out any detected mesh
patches that are more likely to be results of false
detections.

The grouping and labeling of the vertices is
performed by recursively flood-filling all detected
vertices, and assigning incrementing group IDs to the
vertices as unconnected areas are found.

In pseudo-code:

int currentGroup = 0;

//Driver function

for each vertex v with non-zero detection score

{

if v is not processed

iterate currentGroup

assignGroupID( v );

}

//Recursive function

assignGroupID( vertex v )

{

if v is not processed

assign v to currentGroup

mark v as processed

find neighbors of v

for each neighbor of v

assignGroupID( neighbor );

}

3.6.3 Group filtering

Once all vertices with a non-zero detection score
have been assigned to a group the max detection
score of each vertex area is calculated. Higher
max detection score means that the area has been
positively detected more times, and with a more
uniform center. These maximum detection scores are
used to remove the detected vertex groups with less
consistent hits, i.e. the ones more likely to be the
result of false detections.

Y-biasing Rather than using the per-group max-
imum detection scores in their raw format to deter-
mine the dominant area, these values are first Y-axis
biased.

The per-group maximum detection scores are
multiplied by the average y-coordinate of the detec-
tion group, normalized in such a way that the bottom
of the model is 1 and the top is 2. This means that
vertex areas that are closer to the top of the model
are considered twice as likely to contain the actual
face detection for the purposes of the group filtering.

This is potentially detrimental to the end results
is if the model is ”less than humanoid”, i.e. if the face
of the 3D model is located elsewhere on the body,
but the gains in correct detection rate outweigh the
costs, assuming the input meshes are guaranteed to
be correctly oriented and human.

Position-relative non-dominant group re-

moval Once the Y-biased maximum detection
scores of each group has been calculated, the groups
that do not contain the highest biased detection score
can be removed. However, most 3D models contain
geometry in the facial area that is topologically
unconnected to the actual face, such as the eyes.
These areas will have been labeled as a different
detection group, and hence parts of the face will be
filtered out if all non-dominant groups are removed.
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This is solved by preserving the detection groups
where the average vertex position fall within a
threshold distance of the dominant group average
vertex position, so that the filtering in actuality
removes only the vertex groups that are sufficiently
far from the dominant group. The threshold distance
used in the detection pipeline is defined as 1/10 of
the 3D model height.

3.6.4 Decimation weight generation

Once filtered, the unbiased detection score dv of all
remaining unfiltered vertices is processed to produce
the final per-vertex decimation weight wv that is used
by Simplygon.

wv = 1 + (A
dv

dmax

)

Since the detection score can be of arbitrary size
depending on the number of sampling angles and
rendering passes per angle the detection score is first
normalized between 0 and 1 using the maximum
detection score generated, dmax. The normalized
detection score is then offset by 1 to produce the
vertex weight format used by Simplygon, where
values below 1 correspond to ”decimate less” and
values above 1 correspond to ”decimate more”. The
final vertex weights wv are generated by an arbi-
trary multiplication of the offset and normalized dv
depending on how aggressively the user wants to
preserve the detected areas. The vertex weights wv

are now saved to a plain-text file that will be loaded
into Simplygon alongside the actual 3D model before
processing.

3.6.5 Accuracy metrics

There are a few reasons why one might need accuracy
metrics from the detection pipeline. Either, the
metric can be used for stopping the incremental
sampling angle generation mid-pipeline as detailed
in section 3.2.3, or to approximate how certain it is
that an actual face has been found, and not just false
positives.

Total face hits As discussed earlier, the stop
condition for the dynamic sampling angle generation
is just the raw amount of face detections made. It
is generally not a good metric for how accurate the
detection was, since the accumulated hits could be
anywhere.

Biased maximum detection score This is the
value that is more suitable for post-pipeline clas-
sification of the processed asset. It represents the
maximum, y-biased detection score that was not
filtered out by the preceding steps, i.e. the same
value that is used to identify the dominating group
in section 3.6.3.

Since the decimation score assignment is per-
formed using a radial falloff, this value holds informa-
tion about three parameters that are good indicators
if a weight generation was successful or not

1. The value is higher the more detections have
been triggered on the same mesh areas

2. The value is higher if the area is relatively high
on the y-axis

3. The value is higher if the detection centers of
the detected areas converge, i.e. the center
value is higher thanks to the radial falloff.

Hence, high values correspond to a more certain
detection, and a threshold can be introduced to
remove some potential false positives.
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4 Results

In this section, the results of the detection pipeline
when applied to a set of input meshes will be de-
tailed.

The effect of the post-processing step is also
visualized with before and after images.

Finally, the results of non-weighted Simplygon
decimations are compared with weighted decima-
tions using the weights produced by the pipeline.

4.1 Assets

What follows is a list of the assets used in the result
section:

Name Source
Troll Simplygon

SimplygonMan Simplygon

Amaia Turbosquid.com

Buddha Stanford
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4.2 Settings

The result of the research outlined above is a robust
weight generation pipeline with multiple alternative
settings. For this result section, the bolded settings
below represent the parameters used to generate the
results, if nothing else is explicitly stated.

Setting Values

Classifier
lbpcascade frontalface.xml

haarcascade frontalface alt tree.xml
AO method HBAO 3.3.3, SSDO 3.3.3
Sampling Fixed 3.2.2, Dynamic 3.2.3
Rendering Single pass, Multi-pass 3.4.2

These settings are applicable if using dynamic
sampling:

Setting Values
Hit threshold 1-INF, default is 3
Sampling subdivision depth 0-INF, default is 3

4.3 Group filtering

It is importance to emphasize the importance of
the group filtering step in the detection pipeline for
good end vertex weights. Without filtering, many
areas are often detected as faces when running the
detection with a large number of sampling angles.

Figure 19: To the left is an example of an asset post-
detection, before group filtering. To the right, group
filtering has been applied.

4.4 Result weights and statistics

In this section the resulting vertex weights of the
detection pipeline with an importance multiplier A =
1. These renders uses the color-mapped visualization
described in section 3.3.4, but remapped so that red
corresponds to 1 and blue to 2. All were run with
the default settings laid out above, which means
the dynamic sampling stops at whatever subdivision
recursion depth at which the hit threshold of 3 has
been hit.
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Success Yes
Total renders 18
Renders with hits 3
Accuracy 5.420
Processing time 1.022

Figure 20: Troll result vertex weights

As is apparent from figure 20, the detection was
a success. The face was detected successfully and
weights have been distributed accordingly.

Success Yes
Total renders 54
Renders with hits 9
Accuracy 5.165
Processing time 6.395

Figure 21: SimplygonMan result vertex weights

While the detection pipeline was successful in
detecting the face, it is apparent from figure 21
that a face was at some point detected from the side,
giving slightly higher weight to the left side of the
head. This was not filtered by the group filtering,
since it connects with the ”real” face detection area,
but fortunately there have been so many positive hits
on the front of the face that the weights generated
on the ”true” face are much higher than inside the
unfiltered ”false” detection.

Success Yes
Total renders 18
Renders with hits 3
Accuracy 5.244
Processing time 2.365

Figure 22: Amaia result vertex weights

In figure 22 it is clear that the face was cor-
rectly detected without any false detects escaping
the filtering. Furthermore, the group filtering has
successfully filtered the hair which is occluding parts
of the detected face from being included in the final
detection area, which the desired result.

Success No
Total renders 54
Renders with hits 3
Accuracy 1.812
Processing time 3.037

Figure 23: Buddha result vertex weights

In the case of the Stanford buddha, as seen in
figure 23, the pipeline has failed to successfully
detect and weight the face. Initially, it looks like
the y-biasing might have caused the false detect at
the top to take precedent over whatever true detects
might have existed, but on further inspection it turns
out the true face was never detected, in any single
sample.

This is likely due to a combination of the fact that
the face of the buddha is not completely straight, and
that the geometry of the facial features of the asset
are very weakly defined.

Note the significantly lower accuracy metric com-
pared to the other processed assets.
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4.5 Decimated models

In this section the result of the weighted reduc-
tion is examined, and compared to the equivalent
non-weighted reduction to the same target triangle
count. The asset was processed in Simplygon with
weights generated from successful runs of the detec-
tion pipeline outlined in this paper, with a scaling
factor of 8, as described in 3.6.4.

Both reduced meshes have been brought to the
same triangle count, but the one using the pipeline-
generated weights for scaling the local reduction
errors as discussed in section 2.2.3.

This means the weighted result has fewer trian-
gles in non-critical areas, which can clearly be seen
from the following tables.

Figure 24: Original mesh, 77439 triangles
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Figure 25: Reduced mesh, 4000 triangles Figure 26: Reduced mesh, using vertex weights
generated by the detection pipeline, 4000 triangles
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5 Conclusion

The approach of automatically detecting faces on a
3D model by running 2D object detection algorithms
on various renderings and then projecting them back
to the 3D geometry is, provided some post-processing
is performed,demonstrably sound. For the applica-
tion of selective mesh decimation using Simplygon,
the method has proved surprisingly fast and robust.

The problem is that the method can not really be
applied generally to arbitrary models, as false face
detections are generated on most organic-looking
complex geometry, if less so than on most actual
faces. As implemented as a part of automatic LOD
generation, the end user would need to specify explic-
itly that the asset actually has a face to be detected.
If applied to all mesh decimations indiscriminately,
the method would consistently preserve ”face-like”
areas where it should not.

However, provided all input models are hu-
manoids with exposed faces and a consistently de-
fined up vector, large numbers of LODs can be
batch processed without any user intervention, and
the resulting LODs will be of consistently higher
perceived quality than LODs generated without the
face preserving vertex weights.

6 Future work

Excluding the height biasing, the detection pipeline
is built to accommodate any kind of trained object
detection cascade, not just the existing face cascades
that have been used for the purposes of this imple-
mentation. For the specific task of selective polygon
decimation it would be interesting to see what other
3D asset features might be beneficial to detect and
either preserve or decimate more aggressively.

In the context of face preservation through LOD
generation, it would probably produce better results
to train new classifier cascades using only consistent
model renderings. However, training new classifiers
requires very large data-set of manually created pos-
itive and negative samples, and since it has become
apparent that existing cascades trained on real faces
actually works really well on 3D renderings it seems
unnecessary to train new ones for the purpose of face
detection.

It would also be interesting to explore other
applications for 2D feature detection on 3D models
other than polygon decimation. For example, it
could be used as a kind of rough 3D asset sorting
tool.

A large set of polygon meshes could be batched
through the detection pipeline with a fixed number of
sampling angles and multi-render detection enabled,
saving the max detection scores for each model. This
data could be used to roughly classify the 3D assets
as humanoids and non-humanoids according to a
max detection score threshold.
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